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TABLE I
TECHNICAL DETAILS FOR DAB AND DVB-T

Abstract—Wireless asymmetric Internet access with a downlink peak bit rate of 10 to 30 Mb/s can be achieved by using
the terrestrial digital video broadcasting system (DVB-T) as a
supplemental downlink together with today’s cellular systems.
This paper is a study of dynamic radio resource management
on a packet-by-packet basis for this broadband downlink. The
dynamic single frequency networks (DSFN) scheme is evaluated.
It exploits the macrodiversity capability of the OFDM modulation
scheme. The transmitters are dynamically divided into groups of
transmitters that send the same information at the same channel
frequency simultaneously. The fairly shared spectrum efficiency
(FSSE), in bits per second per Hertz per site, which is a combined
measurement of maximum throughput and fairness, is evaluated
for best-effort traffic. DSFN improves the FSSE by 100% to 370%,
for a certain set of test cases, in comparison to the dynamic packet
assignment (DPA) scheme, which combines packet scheduling
with dynamic channel assignment (DCA).
Index Terms—DPA, DSFN, DVB-T, fairness, FSSE, macrodiversity, OFDM, scheduling, SFN.

I. INTRODUCTION
OPULAR Internet applications, such as WWW, Internet
radio, and thin clients, are characterized by asymmetric
communication, i.e., a much higher data rate to the user terminal
than from it. Especially in wireless communication, the limited
battery capacity makes high uplink data rates less interesting
than high downlink rates. However, cellular communication systems for wide-area coverage (such as GSM and WCDMA) are
not designed with the asymmetric communication in mind, since
the uplink and downlink bands have equal capacity.
To increase the downlink capacity in the general packet radio
service (GPRS) cellular system, a broadband orthogonal frequency division multiplex (OFDM) supplemental downlink was
proposed in [1]. The proposal supports up to 10 Mb/s in microcellular environments, over 5-MHz wide channels. The OFDM
modulation is chosen because of its ability to combat the frequency selective fading and intersymbol interference (ISI) due
to multipath propagation, without the need of complex equalization.
A more evolutionary approach is to use broadband OFDM
radio technology for wide-area coverage existing on the market
today, instead of inventing a new air interface. The digital audio
broadcasting (DAB) system Eureka 147 [2] has considerable
coverage in Europe and Canada. The terrestrial digital video
broadcasting system (DVB-T) [3] is rapidly expanding in
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Europe, Australia, and Asia. DAB can offer a net bit rate of
1.2 Mb/s. DVB-T offers about 24 Mb/s to stationary receivers
with directional antennas and 12 Mb/s to mobile receivers with
omnidirectional antennas. For technical details, see Table I.
Since infrastructure already exists, personal communications
systems based on these technologies would require minimal
initial infrastructure investments. It is expected that low-cost
equipment will be available for these technologies in a few years
and that radio spectrum will be free, especially if the analog
TV transmissions are shut down in the end of this decade, in accordance with plans in some countries.
The EU ACTS project Multimedia Environment for MObiles
(MEMO) [6] delivered a complete system specification for interactive services in the DAB system. This includes cellular Internet access, by using the DAB system as broadband downlink,
and the GSM system as narrowband uplink. A combination of
DVB-T and GSM was demonstrated in the SABINA pilot project
(System for Asymmetric Broadband INternet Access) [7], [8],
initiated by the Swedish national broadcasting company Teracom AB.
The radio resource management (RRM) in today’s MEMO
specifications for DAB is conventional. It is based on fixed
channel allocation (FCA), with frequency division multiple
access (FDMA), static handover criteria (i.e., static cell formations), and no power control [9], [10]. All DAB transmitters are
always sending, irrespectively of if there is data to send or not.
The RRM functions for the DVB-T case are not yet designed
but are expected to be a further development of the RRM in
MEMO.
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A major challenge in the design of cellular systems is to utilize the base station equipment and the limited frequency spectrum as efficiently as possible. A substantial improvement of
the system level spectrum efficiency (maximum throughput in
bits per second per Hertz per base station site) can be achieved
by dynamic RRM techniques, such as dynamic channel allocation (DCA), link adaptation (i.e., change of modulation scheme
and forward error correction coding) and traffic adaptive handover (also known as cell breathing or load balancing). A drawback with DCA is that it may require a large number of frequency channel units at every base station site. High spectrum
efficiency in bits per second per Hertz per site, and thus dynamic schemes such as DCA, are desirable if at least one of the
following conditions are satisfied: 1) the number of frequency
channels is insufficient for making an FCA cell plan with sufficiently low cochannel interference level or 2) the base station
site cost, alternatively the frequency cell planning cost, dominates over the cost for frequency channel units and additional
system complexity due to DCA. The first criteria may be valid
for a DVB-T-based cellular system in some regions today, and
the second criteria is expected to be valid during future expansion of the system toward a micro-cellular structure.
The aim of this study is to propose and evaluate dynamic
RRM schemes for nonrealtime packet mode communication
over an OFDM-based downlink. The schemes are evaluated for
the DVB-T case regarding spectrum efficiency, fairness, and
computational complexity.
In today’s digital cellular systems, interference fluctuations
are handled by so-called interference averaging, e.g., frequency
hopping or DS-CDMA. This is not possible in DVB-T, without a
major change of existing hardware. However, that should not be
considered as a problem. On the contrary, it was shown by Pottie
[11] that interference avoidance by DCA and power reservation
can perform a factor 2 to 3 better spectrum efficiency than interference averaging techniques.
Interference avoidance by resource reservation requires synchronized and centrally controlled base stations. Centralized resource reservation for packet mode communication is complex
for a duplex system, but alluring in our case since the task only is
to design RRM for the downlink. A centralized downlink system
can gather information about the destinations of all data packets
in the queues without a multiple access protocol.
The DVB-T system is designed to facilitate single frequency
networks (SFN), i.e., groups of transmitters sending the same
information simultaneously over the same frequency channel,
resulting in good coverage of a region and efficient frequency
utilization for broadcasting services. The OFDM modulation
scheme avoids interference due to this transmitter macro diversity, if the base station transmitters are sufficiently close.
In our previous work [12]–[14] we introduced the concept of
dynamic single frequency networks (DSFN), where SFNs are
utilized for personal communication services by adopting the
SFN grouping to the receiver conditions. For an overview of
DSFN, see Section II. For further details on the algorithms, see
Section IV.
Packet mode cellular systems have a potential of high spectrum efficiency because of the ability to adapt the data rate for
nonrealtime services to the interference level. In the packet data

services for CDMA and TDMA-based cellular systems, this is
handled by negotiating and allocating the radio resources before every burst of data packets. Thus the average interference
is controlled on a burst-by-burst basis [15].
Since our task is to design RRM only for the downlink, it is
possible to perform fast interference avoidance on a packet-bypacket basis, instead of on a burst-by-burst basis, without extensive wireless signaling. This means that we can even further
utilize the bursty nature of packet mode communication by performing RRM for each data packet and each time slot individually and combine the RRM with statistical multiplexing, i.e.,
data packet scheduling.
The DSFN scheme performs a packet-by-packet RRM. A
centralized scheduling algorithm changes the SFN grouping
from time slot to time slot and assigns each data packet to an
SFN and a time slot.
The system model and performance measures are defined
in Section III. This includes a simplified model of best-effort
traffic and a combined measurement of spectrum efficiency and
fairness, called fairly shared spectrum efficiency (FSSE).
For reference, DSFN is compared with a fixed channel allocation (FCA) system with static handover, similar to today’s
MEMO standard, as well as with traffic adaptive handover, i.e.,
cell breathing; see Section V-A.
DSFN is also compared with the dynamic packet assignment
(DPA) scheme [1], which was proposed by AT&T Labs for the
OFDM downlink mentioned above. DPA performs DCA and
scheduling of each data packet individually; see Section V-B.
Results and conclusions are presented in Sections VI and VII.
II. THE CONCEPT OF DYNAMIC SINGLE FREQUENCY
NETWORKS (DSFN)
For pedagogical reasons, the basic principles of DSFN are
presented before the system simulation model and performance
measures are formally defined in Section III.
The base station transmitters are divided into SFNs, i.e.,
groups of transmitters that send the same information at
the same channel frequency simultaneously. (The term SFN
originates from the broadcasting world, where a network is a
group of transmitters that send the same TV or radio program.
In the cellular systems tradition, SFNs are referred to as a kind
of transmitter macrodiversity or simulcasting.)
SFNs are facilitated by the OFDM modulation scheme, since
OFDM avoids intersymbol interference (ISI) and coops with
frequency-selective fading caused by this severe form of multipath propagation. SFNs are difficult to achieve with a conventional modulation scheme, since complex equalization would be
required.
By the term DSFN we mean that the SFN grouping is
changed from time slot to time slot and adopted to the receiver
conditions. A large number of base station transmitters can be
assigned to a receiver terminal in an exposed position, and thus
cochannel interference can be avoided. The channel can be
reused at shorter distance if the receiver is positioned nearby
a transmitter.
A simple example: (See Fig. 1.) A system consists of two
synchronized and centrally controlled base station transmitters,
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Fig. 1. A simple example of dynamic single frequency networks. Top:
Coverage map. Below: Data packet schedule, stating the packet destinations.

Tx1 and Tx2, and five receiver terminals, Rx1 to Rx5, all assigned to the same frequency channel. The five receiver terminals are backlogged, i.e., there are data packets destined to them.
During the first time slot, Tx1 and Tx2 send different information. This can only be received within the two inner circles,
since the cochannel interference level is too high outside the circles. The schedule shows that during time slot 1, Tx1 and Tx2
send data packets destined to receiver Rx1 and Rx2, respectively. During next time slot, both transmitters send the same
information simultaneously, i.e., they are grouped to an SFN.
The SFN covers the whole ellipse and can therefore send data
packets destined to receiver Rx3 and Rx4. Receiver Rx5 cannot
be covered and is in a state of outage.
and
bit/s/Hz/transThe spectrum efficiency is
mitter site during timeslot 1 and 2 respectively, where is the
transmitter useful bit rate and is the channel bandwidth. The
spectrum efficiency averaged over the whole period is
bit/s/Hz/site; see Section III-E.
The lowest average data rate that a receiver achieves during
(obtained by Rx3 and Rx4). If all four backthis example is
logged receivers that are not in outage would achieve this data
bit/s/Hz/site. This
rate, the spectrum efficiency would be
is what we call the FSSE; see Section III-F.
DSFN enables soft handover, meaning that when a receiver
terminal moves from one base station transmitter toward another, both transmitters send to the receiver awhile instead of
abruptly switching from the first to the second transmitter. Soft
handover is robust toward sudden shadow fading of one of the
transmitters.
DSFN is also a way of introducing time slots and DCA
into DVB-T, without keying of the transmitter power. All
transmitters continuously transmit at constant power, and the
SFN grouping is changed from time slot to time slot. Thus,
transmitter equipment existing today may be used.
DSFN simplifies the problem of packet-by-packet RRM substantially. Since all transmitters send continuously using constant power, all transmitters that are not assigned to a certain receiver can be considered as interferers. Hence, the interference
level to a certain receiver can be analyzed without knowledge
of the traffic assigned to other transmitters.
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The OFDM scheme allows the receiver to measure the path
loss from all neighboring transmitters simultaneously, by means
of orthogonal transmitter identification codes, or by assigning
different pilot subcarriers to different transmitters. Based on
these measurements, a distributed algorithm executed in each
receiver terminal identifies the minimum SFN, i.e., the set of
transmitters that is required for sufficient SIR; see Section IV-A.
The terminal reports the minimum SFN to a central system controller.
A centralized DSFN scheduling algorithm organizes the
transmitters into SFNs separately for each time slot and
frequency and assigns data packets to SFNs, time slots, and frequency channels; see Section IV-B. Note that SIR calculations
are only performed locally in the terminals.
However, in this paper the scheduling scheme does not choose
the frequency channel. Receiver-to-frequency channel assignment is assumed to be handled by a separate algorithm.
III. MODELS AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES
A. Wave Propagation Model
of
centrally controlled
A system consists of a set
and synchronized base station transmitters, sending informaof
receiver terminals, using the same
tion to the set
frequency channel. The power from transmitter
at receiver
is
modeled as
(1)
where
transmitted power level from transmitter ;
distance between the transmitter and receiver;
depends on the antenna gains, antenna heights, and the
carrier frequency;
propagation exponent;
gain due to log-normal shadow fading.
is normally distributed
The shadow fading gain
with expectation 0 dB and standard deviation .
and
dB.
In the simulation model,
In this paper, no power control is considered. All transmitters
are either sending at the same full power , or blocked, i.e.,
.
Omnidirectional transmitter and receiver antennas are conis constant and equal for all transsidered, implying that
mitters and receivers. In reality, some of the receiver antennas
may be stationary directional UHF TV-antennas and sector antennas may be used in the transmitters to increase the spectrum
efficiency. We have chosen this model since the system must be
designed to handle the mobile case and since our task is to evaluate dynamic RRM algorithms and not cell planning strategies.
transmitters in a system are positioned on concenThe
tric hexagons, so that each transmitter has the same distance
to its six closest neighbors; see the example in Fig. 2. The
of external
centralized system is surrounded by the set
outside
transmitter sites positioned at hexagons at distance
the outermost transmitter. Adjacent systems of transmitters use
different frequency channels. A large-scale handover algorithm
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C. DVB-T System Parameters

Fig. 2. Example of a system with N
= 37 transmitters (filled circles)
positioned at three concentric hexagons and surrounded by transmitters using
other frequency channels (nonfilled). If  = 0, the assigned receivers are
uniformly distributed in the shaded service area.

assigns receiver to the system if
for
and
. The system service area is the set of geographical points that fulfills this large-scale handover criterion. The
service area is shaded in the figure, for a case without shadow
fading.
receivers that are assigned to the system are uniThe
formly distributed within the service area of the system.
B. Single Frequency Networks and Link Quality Model
An SFN is a set of one or several transmitters sending the
same information simultaneously over the same frequency
channel. The signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) at receiver ,
averaged over all OFDM subcarriers, is measured according to
[16]

(2)

where
power from transmitter received in terminal
;
set of transmitters in the SFN assigned to receiver (the useful signals);
set of transmitters assigned to other receivers
(the cochannel interferers) in the centralized
system;
weighting factor depending on the ISI and
Doppler shift;
external interference power, including
thermal noise as well as power from transmitters outside the centralized system.
is further discussed in Section III-D.
In our simulations, we neglect ISI and Doppler shift. This
leads to the approximation in the last term of (2).

Dynamic RRM require that RRM parameters, such as channel
allocation, modulation, coding, and transmission power, can be
changed at certain time instants. Therefore, a timeslot structure
is introduced into the DVB-T system. RRM parameters can be
changed between the time slots but not in the middle of a time
slot. A time slot should consist of an integer number of OFDM
symbols. The bit interleaving and error correction should not
spread IP packets over several slots.
We assume that a DVB-T frame, consisting of 68 OFDM
symbols, is used as the time slot entity, that the OFDM guard
interval is 1/8 of the OFDM symbol duration, and that 1705
OFDM subcarriers are used. Thus, the timeslot is 17.136 ms.
The following DVB-T transmission schemes, i.e., combinations of modulation and error coding, are evaluated: QPSK modulation with code rate 1/2, QPSK 2/3, 16 QAM 1/2, 16 QAM
2/3, 64 QAM 1/2 and 64 QAM 5/6. These seven schemes are
chosen because they give an integer number of MPEG transport
stream packets per time slot, and have low bit error probability
for a Rayleigh channel model.
These are referred to as scheme number
to . In this
paper, no link adaptation is considered, i.e., is the same for
all transmitters.
Each transmission scheme is characterized by a link bit rate
(in bit/s) and an SIR bound
. The RRM scheme strives
for all receivers. The
at reserving resources such that
should include a margin for measurement data inSIR bound
accuracy, e.g., due to terminal motion since last measurement.
The margin should be based on the measured variance of the
SIR, and chosen for a desired probability of TCP automatic repeat request (ARQ). A low ARQ probability is desirable, since
the narrow-band back channel and the wired infrastructure may
cause a long delay.
used in the simulations correspond to bit
The SIR bounds
for a Rayleigh fading channel and are
error probability 10
obtained from [3, Annex A].
All IP packets have equal length of 1500 bytes (the maximum
payload of Ethernet frames) in the simulations.
The seven transmission schemes can transfer 7, 10, 15, 20,
23, 30, and 38 IP packets per timeslot, respectively. Here the
DVB-T convolutional interleaving is assumed to be modified to
block interleaving, by a simple reordering of the information
bytes before the interleaving and after the deinterleaving. This
modification increases the useful data rate by between 0% and
11%, since less zero padding is required for avoiding that IP
packets are spread over several timeslots.
D. External Interference Model and Outage Analysis
Receiver is said to be in a state of outage if the RRM scheme
is not able to assign resources to the receiver for sufficient SIR
. In our simulation model, outage can only be caused
by external interference (noise and interference from transmitters outside the centralized system), since the dynamic RRM
scheme can avoid all internal interference to a vulnerable receiver. In the worst case, a DSFN scheme can assign all trans-
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mitters
to the receiver. Thus, the outage probability for
a DSFN system is defined as

(3)

A non-SFN DCA scheme such as DPA can avoid interference
to a vulnerable receiver by only sending with one transmitter
and block all other transmitters in the system. Thus, the outage
probability for non-SFN systems has the following lower bound:

(4)

, i.e., DSFN can
Consequently,
improve the outage probability.
is defined
If the external interference is varying in time,
as the maximum external interference that can occur, rather than
the average external interference. The reason is that we do not
average the interference level by spread spectrum technology,
and thus the RRM scheme has to calculate SIR for the worst
case.
and
are comA question may arise whether
parable. Specifically: Would the external interference be the
same if the external transmitters were continuously sending, for
example a DSFN system, as if they were belonging to a noncontinuously transmitting system such as a DPA? The answer is yes
because the RRM scheme must calculate with the worst case interference level. The worst case scenario corresponds to that all
external transmitters are sending at full power, in the noncontinuous as well as the continuous case.
If the external interference were neglected in the simulations,
the system behavior would deviate considerably from a real
world system. The outage probability would be zero, since RRM
schemes such as DSFN and DPA can avoid all internal interference to a weak receiver, corresponding to infinite SIR. The
spectrum efficiency could be very high since it is possible to
use a high code rate and a large number of modulation symbols
without interference problems.
The external interference level is modeled as homogeneous,
for all receivers . An argument for
i.e., the same
this simplification is that the system is very sensitive to external
interference, since external interference is not avoided or spread
by the RRM schemes. For a reasonable outage level the external

interferers must be positioned at far distance, meaning that the
distance is similar to each receiver in the system.
Only transmission schemes that provide outage
%
are considered.
The outage due to external interference is a cell planning issue
and cannot be controlled by the dynamic RRM algorithms. Because of this, we assume that the external interference has a level
of 5%, for a certain
corresponding to an outage
dB.
reference SIR bound
E. A Best-Effort Traffic Model for Spectrum Efficiency
Analysis
Only nonrealtime best-effort traffic is considered, i.e., delay
insensitive communication without differentiated priorities or
QoS guarantees.
The following model aims at simplifying the evaluation of
maximum throughput and fairness for best-effort traffic.
An active receiver is a terminal with at least one data packet
waiting in the system queues (in the literature sometimes called
a backlogged terminal), and that is not in outage.
is the set of
active receivers.
There is a density of backlogged receiver terminals per
transmitter site in the system. Note that this figure includes receivers that are in outage.
During a period of terminal activity, the system transfers a
data burst to the terminal. The average data rate (in bits per
second) that terminal acquires during the data burst is denoted
. This is the maximum user throughput that the system can
deliver. A terminal that does not require all of this available bit
rate in the long run will rapidly alternate between active and
passive state.
The system level spectrum efficiency in bits per second per
Hertz per transmitter site of the system is a normalized measure
of the average user throughput and is defined as

(5)

where is the available radio spectrum bandwidth.
In the simulations, a snapshot or steady-state model is used.
A constant set of stationary active terminals is used in each simulation, i.e., no data bursts are initiated or finished during a simulation. All users are constantly in a maximum throughput situation.
When several RRM schemes are compared, a more efficient
scheme would result in higher user data rates but unchanged
density in back-logged terminals/transmitter. There are several reasonable interpretations of this assumption: 1) The user
behavior is affected by the increased performance of the RRM
scheme, such that the user communicates the same amount
of time, but transfers more data; 2) The market is affected by
the increased performance, so the amount of subscribers is
increased. Each user transfers the same amount of data, but
at shorter time; and 3) The increased performance makes it
possible for the service provider to position the transmitters
less dense. The number of subscribers is unaffected. Each user
transfers the same amount of data, but at shorter time.
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F. Fairness Analysis
We propose a combined performance measure of fairness and
spectrum efficiency, which we call the fairly shared spectrum
efficiency (FSSE) in bits per second per Hertz per transmitter
site, and define

(6)
This can be described as a normalized measure of the minimum throughput that a terminal achieves or a measure of the
part of the total system capacity that is equally shared among
all active terminals.
Dynamic RRM in combination with best-effort traffic may
cause absurd unfairness, if it is designed only with the objective
to maximize the spectrum efficiency (and by that the average
user throughput and total system throughput). If several active
terminals were contending about the same transmitter, the spectrum efficiency would be maximized if the least “expensive”
terminal (e.g., the terminal at shortest distance from the transmitter) were allowed to use the whole resource without sharing
it with the others. Some terminals would suffer from starvation,
. The network service provider may
corresponding to
lose income from making customers unsatisfied due to this unstable service quality.
On the other hand, equal resource sharing such that
is a waste of resources. We do not want to prevent a terminal from using a free time slot because it has already achieved
higher data rate than other terminals, although it is impossible
to assign the slot to any other terminal.
We strive at max–min fairness [17], which is a widely accepted compromise between the two above extreme strategies.
Max–min fairness implies that the first priority is to maximize
the lowest average data rate that an active terminal achieves,
the second priority is to maximize the second lowest data rate,
etc. The data rates are max–min fair if and only if no data rate
can be increased without forcing a decrease in another rate
of equal or lower value.
In a max–min fair system, FSSE is maximal. This is the motivation for the FSSE performance measure.
IV. THE DSFN ALGORITHMS
The basic principles of DSFN were introduced in Section II.
Details on the algorithms are presented in this section.
A. Distributed Algorithm for Identification of the Minimum
SFN
of receiver and transmission
The minimum SFN
is the minimum set
of transmitters
scheme
is
assigned to the receiver, such that the required SIR
achieved.
We propose the following distributed algorithm for the
. Start with an empty
identification of the minimum SFN
. Extend
by the nonused transmitter that gives
set
highest received power iteratively, until the required SIR bound

is achieved. If the terminal requires a bigger SFN than
the number of centrally controlled transmitters, the algorithm
indicates that the terminal is in a state of outage by setting
to the empty set.
The algorithm pseudocode follows:

do
if
else {
break
}
.

while

The function
, here applied on a vector ( ), is
defined as the index of the largest element , or the index to
the first of several equal elements with the largest value.
is the total received power in transmitter , i.e., the
sum of the nominator and denominator of (2).
If link adaptation should be supported, the algorithm is repeated for each transmission scheme .
It can be proven that the algorithm minimizes the SFN size
for a required SIR. Note that this is not always the same thing
as maximizing the spectrum efficiency or FSSE. Those performance measures are expected to be improved if the algorithm
is modified to avoid using transmitters with high load, i.e., to
perform traffic adaptive load balancing.
B. Centralized DSFN Scheduling Algorithm
to the central
Each receiver reports the minimum SFN
system controller. A centralized scheduling scheme can assign
data packets destined to terminal to time slot and SFN .
Reference [18] shows that the max–min fairness objective
described in Section III-F can be achieved by employing fair
queuing, for example based on a weighted round robin algorithm. This comprises that the central system controller has a
separate first-come first-served data packet queue for each redenotes the number of equally sized packets in the
ceiver.
queue destined to receiver .
The scheduling algorithm is performed once per time slot.
The input parameters to the scheduling algorithm are: the
; the transmission
set of centrally controlled transmitters
; the number of equally
scheme ; the minimum SFNs
in the queue destined to receiver (the queue
sized packets
length); and the maximum number of data packets per time slot
.
The output parameters of the scheduling algorithm are:
to each receiver
number of scheduled data packets
during the time slot; the SFN to receiver assignment vector

if receiver is assigned to SFN number
if receiver is not assigned to this timeslot

(7)
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and the SFN to transmitter assignment vector
if transmitter is assigned to SFN
if transmitter is not used.
The set

// Phase 1:
(8)

while

of active receivers can be identified as

if

for any

(9)
A modified fair queuing algorithm is presented here. It gives
scheduling priority to the terminals that have acquired lowest
data rate since they became active.
Introductory simulations show that it is beneficial to schedule
the terminals with biggest minimum SFN first. An intuitive explanation is that it is easier to pack a knapsack efficiently if we
start with the big objects and put small objects in spaces in between. Thus, the SFN size also affects the scheduling priority in
the algorithm.
The scheduling may not be efficient if we always use the min. For example,
imum SFN to each receiver, such that
it may be beneficial to send packets to two terminals and
with similar minimum SFNs during the same time slot. Then
the scheduling scheme should combine the two minimum SFNs,
. However, introducsuch that
tory simulations indicate that for the steady-state traffic model
with unlimited number of packets to each terminal,
is the most efficient solution. A combination of SFNs is only
advantageous when the queue to a terminal becomes empty before the time slot ends and there is room for more packets in the
schedule to a similar SFN during the same time slot. Because of
this, the scheduling algorithm has two phases. Phase 1 only assigns terminals with disjoint or equal minimum SFNs. If a queue
becomes empty before phase 1 has come to an end, phase 2 will
be carried out, which tries to combine several minimum SFNs.
Note that phase 2 cannot be evaluated for our traffic model.
that each terThe algorithm counts the number of packets
minal has sent. The algorithm iteratively tries to schedule a
packet to the receiver that has first minimum counter value
and secondly the biggest minimum SFN. When a terminal enters the active state its counter is set to

else {
if

,

{

}
else
for one of the elements
if ((
)
and (
and (
for any

for any
)) {

if

{

}
else
}
}
// Phase 2:
if
while

{
{

if ((
)
or (
for any

(10)
Thus a packet from a new data burst achieves highest priority.
A terminal that recently left the active state is prevented from
getting a more advantageous place.
To avoid counter overflow, all counters may be adjusted, e.g.,
after each time slot, according to

))

else {

if

(11)
Pseudocode for the DSFN scheduling algorithm follows:

}
}
}
}

consists of one element {

)
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FCA and DPA with K = 4.

Fig. 4. The staggered DPA algorithm, for K = 4. During timeslot 1,
transmitters in group 1 can reserve timeslots 2 to 5 after checking the
interference. During slot 2, group 2 can schedule slots 3 to 6, etc.

V. REFERENCE SCHEMES
A. Fixed Channel Allocation (FCA)
For reference, conventional cellular FCA is evaluated. To
make the results comparable with the DSFN evaluation, only
one frequency channel is considered. Each base station transTDMA channels and transmits
mitter is assigned to one of
during the corresponding timeslot independently of if there is
and
something to send or not. Reuse factors of
are considered; see the example of transmitter to channel
assignment in Fig. 3.
Two handover schemes are evaluated: 1) SIR-based static
HO, which assigns each receiver to the transmitter that provides
maximum SIR. This is similar to today’s MEMO system; and
2) Traffic adaptive HO (also known as cell breathing or load
balancing): If a new active receiver belongs to overlapping cells
for several transmitters), it is assigned to
(i.e., the SIR
the cell with lowest number of assigned active receivers .
For each iteration of the algorithm, every active receiver that
belongs to overlapping cells is checked. The receiver is reassigned to the cell with the lowest number of active receivers
if the
values of the overlapping cells differ by two or
differ by one, then the receiver is reassigned to the
more. If
other cell with a certain probability, for example 50%, in view to
make room for HO from more loaded cells near the first cell. For
is either unthe steady-state traffic model, the variance
changed or decreased after each iteration of this algorithm and
converges within a few iterations.

Fig. 5. Outage probability  as a function of the SIR bound
of the 7 modes
m. Solid and dashed curves represent large and small system sizes. FCA and
DPA have the same outage for the same K . The lower bound for DPA and FCA
is denoted with K = .

1

stations inform each other about their scheduling decisions by
means of a fast backbone network.
A drawback is that DPA requires an SIR bound margin for
interference among transmitters in the same group.
, but we evaluate other values
In the original proposal
. Thus the SIR bound margin can be reduced,
up to
and less robust transmission schemes can be used. In the original DPA, only one receiver is assigned to each timeslot and
transmitter. Since our system can transfer many IP packets per
timeslot, we modify DPA to allow several different receivers to
share the same slot, to restrict the packet delay. Fair scheduling
of each transmitter queue is added to the algorithm, such that
scheduling priority is given to the receiver terminal that has
achieved lowest data rate .
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

B. Dynamic Packet Assignment (DPA)
The AT&T Labs network assisted DPA [1] is a combination
of DCA and statistical multiplexing, i.e., data packet scheduling.
The algorithm assigns transmitters and data packets to timeslots.
A traditional HO scheme assigns each terminal to a transmitter. We use the SIR-based static HO scheme above. The base
station transmitters belong to groups, where the transmitters
in one group are nonadjacent. An example of a group division
is given in Fig. 3.
DPA is based on a staggered scheduling algorithm, with the
purpose to facilitate a distributed execution of the scheduling in
each base station, without contention among adjacent transmitters; see Fig. 4. During timeslot , the base stations in group
calculate if it will be possible for them to transmit
without causing outage
during timeslot
of already scheduled terminals. They also calculate if the active
receivers that are assigned to them can capture the transmitter
slots. Finally, the algorithm assignal during each of these
signs transmitters and data packets to the timeslots, and the base

A. Outage
Fig. 5 illustrates that DSFN has considerably better outage
probability than the other schemes, and that DSFN is allowed
to for
5%.
to use transmission schemes
DPA with groups has the same outage as FCA with reuse
.
factor . The lower bound given by (4) is denoted
to for
5%.
DPA and FCA can use scheme
model makes quite insensiThe figure shows that our
in the system.
tive to the number of transmitters
B. Spectrum Efficiency and Fairness
Fig. 6 shows the spectrum efficiency (left) and FSSE (right)
, when transmission scheme
for a system size of
and (in the DPA and FCA cases) the factor
are chosen for
maximum spectrum efficiency. Fig. 7 shows the corresponding
.
results for
that is achieved for the
The highest spectrum efficiency
simulated cases is 0.72 bit/s/Hz/site by DSFN.
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Fig. 6. Maximum throughput policy for selection of transmission scheme
and reuse factor .
= 91.

KN

1913

m

Fig. 8. Max–min fairness policy for selection of transmission scheme
= 91.
reuse factor .

KN

m and

TABLE II
DSFN IMPROVEMENT RELATIVE TO THE OTHER SCHEMES

TABLE III
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

Fig. 7. Maximum throughput policy for selection of transmission scheme
and reuse factor .
= 241.

KN

m

The spectrum efficiency is not very sensitive to the system
, but the FSSE is affected.
size
The jittery curves can be explained by the fact that and
depend on the densities.
From the FSSE plots we can draw the conclusion that this
maximum spectrum efficiency policy for choosing scheme
and may result in impaired FSSE of DPA and DSFN in comparison to FCA. Thus, some users may experience worse performance if dynamic schemes are introduced.
In Fig. 8, a max–min fairness policy is adopted, such that
and
are chosen for maximum
. The plot indicates that
this policy lets every user experience that DSFN gives highest
of up to of 0.25 bit/s/Hz/site is achieved by
performance.
DSFN. This policy results in a more robust transmission scheme
.
Table II shows the performance improvement span of DSFN
relative to the other schemes, for the maximum throughput (M)
and
and max–min fairness (F) policies, evaluated for
241, and in the range from 0.1 to 30. The highest improvement
).
in percentage points is achieved at the lowest density (

C. Computational Complexity
The computation complexity of the DSFN and DPA scheduling algorithms has been evaluated, in view of examining if
software implementation of packet-by-packet RRM is feasible
on a central computer that controls one system of transmitters
and one frequency channel.
The execution time of the compiled Matlab 6.0 code has been
timed on a 400 MHz Pentium II processor. Note that considerably better performance is expected for handwritten C code.
Also note that only the time for producing the schedule is calculated. Time for actual data transfer, for managing measurement
data, etc., is not considered.
Table III shows the average computation time per IP packet
and the time percentage increase of DSFN relative to DPA. It
also shows the required processor clock frequency in gigaHertz
for real time execution, if we assume that the computation time
is inversely proportional to the clock frequency.
Observe that DPA is more sensitive to the density than DSFN.
DPA should be modified to only consider a subset of the receivers if the density is high.
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VII. DISCUSSION
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Dynamic RRM schemes such as DSFN and DPA should
be utilized with care for best-effort traffic. If fairness is not
considered, large average user throughput in bits per second
may be achieved, but several users may suffer from “starvation” and might be locked out from the system. Although
fair scheduling is included in our algorithms and starvation
is avoided, some users may achieve worse performance with
the dynamic schemes than with FCA with static handover, if
system parameters such as modulation and coding scheme are
chosen for maximum spectrum efficiency.
If the system parameters are chosen according to a max–min
fairness policy, DSFN not only achieves considerably higher average throughput than FCA and DPA, but also higher throughput
to every user.
A major contribution of this study is the analysis of the FSSE.
This measure is maximized in a max–min fair system.
The computation time analysis indicates that software implementation of the packet-by-packet RRM schemes on a central
computer is feasible. However, the DSFN scheme should be
modified to handle large user terminal densities.
An important conclusion of this study is that the advantageous
effects of DSFN on the performance dominates over the disadvantageous effects.
An advantage with DSFN is that it can assign a large number
of transmitters to a “weak” receiver terminal. This can be described as “extended power control,” which allows higher power
than the power from a single transmitter. Thus, less robust and
more efficient modulation and error coding can be used for
the same outage probability as a non-DSFN system. Especially
when there is a low user density, we can afford to use less robust
modulation and coding, since DSFN can assign large SFNs to
most users without interference.
However, that cannot explain all of the gain due to DSFN,
since DSFN also gives higher performance than the other
schemes when it is restricted to the most robust modulation
and coding scheme. An explanation is that DSFN facilitates the
design of an efficient combined scheduling and RRM.
The reduced DPA performance for high densities is caused by
the fact that DPA is modified to allow several receiver terminals
to share a timeslot.
A disadvantageous effect of DSFN is shortly described in the
following: Consider a DSFN system with SFNs of equal size
in a regular pattern. Also consider an equally large FCA system
with reuse factor . The spectrum efficiency is the same if the
same modulation and coding is used, but SIR is lower in the
times
DSFN case. The received useful power is less than
higher in DSFN than in FCA, due to longer distances to the
transmitters. The received interference power is more than
times stronger in DSFN than in FCA since there is a shorter
distance to the nearest interferer in DSFN.
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